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Details of Visit:

Author: bignaz999
Location 2: North West London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 25 Jun 2009 12:30
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07789052657

The Premises:

Very quiet and very safe. Plenty of free car parking around. 100% safe.

I'd been in London for a couple of days, and decided (very last minute) to see Nicole. She did
however tell me that she travels too. I was particularly pleased to hear that she also travels to
Manchester occasionally to stay with a friend. Looking forward to seeing her closer to home some
time soon.

The Lady:

Average height, good looking and very, very good company. Oh yes... and the biggest set of boobs
I've ever set eyes (and then hands etc.) on!!
An absolutely enormous rack. Both of my very large hands weren't even coming close to handling
one of her boobs. Apparently they were 40KK - I think they're even bigger given my many years of
seeing big breasted women around the world, I don't think I've ever seen any as big, heavy or full.
Other WG's may claim to have bigger, but come nowhere near to Nicole for fullness and firmness -
they haven't drooped with gravity if you know what I mean.
OK, she might not have the slimmest body in the world, but she's not the largest either - everything
is in proportion. Carries it extremely well. Nothing wrong with a few extra lbs in my opinion !!

The Story:

From the moment she opened the door and, well... followed her boobs into the room, I was just awe-
struck. What I was looking at was the biggest cleavage I'd ever seen. I was simply speechless.

She knew which buttons to press, and what a big boob lover wants. As I was sat on the edge of the
bed, she walked up to me and pretty much blocked the sunlight out by sticking her chest right in
front of my face. She presented me with my options. I opted for breast relief - duh !!

It was only then that she decided to unleash her boobs from her enormous bra that was obviously
straining to cope with their weight and size. What followed was a blur - a mix of smothering, teasing
and bouncing. I was already straining to keep myself from letting go at the sheer sight of her chest,
but when she decided that she wanted to get a little more 'heavy' on the titfuck I could hold back no
longer. The sight of those massive juggs bouncing/wobbling uncontrollably, just made me let go -
unfortunately !!!
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I know that this report may have come across as one-dimensional - but I'm a big-boob fan and it's
all I'm really interested in. If the girl ticks the right boxes, she's game.

If you're a breast-man - this is it gentlemen. It doesn't get any better than Nicole in my experience !!
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